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Motivation

R-Scrum and SafeScrum help organisations combine documentation needs and rigour
with an agile approach

Provide no support for scaling

SAFe and LESS are all about scaling but have no support for safety-critical systems
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Research Questions

RQ1: Which common principles and practices can be derived from existing approaches
for agile development of safety-critical systems?

RQ2: Which practical challenges exist when applying these principles and practices in a
large-scale industrial setting?
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Methodology

1 Prepare overview of SafeScrum and R-Scrum
2 Focus group with three industrial experts

Present overview
Brainstorming of challenges
Topical sorting

3 Member checking of summarised results

Context of industry experts:

Domains: automotive and
medical devices

Highly-configurable systems
(>10000 features)

Large organisations
(>10000 employees)
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Outline

1 Regulated Scrum and SafeScrum

2 Open Challenges According to Industry

3 Outlook
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Regulated Scrum [1]

the end of each sprint. This mode of “continuous compliance”
means that QUMAS could “theoretically release after every

sprint,” according to the VP Development and Support, a
point we will return to again in the Effectiveness section
(Section VII-C) below. Under the previous, waterfall-based
development process, while each output produced was subject
to QA review and approval, audits to approve releases were
far less frequent, no more than once per year typically.

QUMAS project estimation is based on hours per task.
At the end of each day, developers record the hours spent
completing their tasks for the day. Before the daily Scrum
meeting each morning, the Scrum Master can assess how
development is progressing and ascertain whether there are any
potential delays or overruns that need to be addressed. At the
end of each sprint (typically on a Friday), the Sprint Review
is a half-day meeting which identifies tasks not completed
or tasks that have newly arisen and these are fed back to the
Product Backlog for consideration in future sprints. The Sprint
Retrospective meeting is combined with the Sprint Planning
meeting (typically on a Monday) at the start of the sprint and
the focus is primarily on improving estimations, using the data
from completed tasks in the sprint.

Development is also guided by templates which guide de-
velopers through the process. For example, a design template
is automatically presented to developers on initiation of design
tasks. This template identifies any related stories, a list of
business rules that must be adhered to, any user interface
issues and an explanation of fields within the user interface,
user actions, access control, and error and exception handling.
Developers are trained on the use of documents and templates
as part of the induction process for new employees.

Peer code review is also practiced and formally monitored in
what is termed the “dev check” process. This ensures that the
up-to-date design page is in Confluence, that code is checked
in, coding standards are adhered to, and unit tests are run.
Dev checks are performed for each task. Code refactoring is

also systematically practiced. This is generally incorporated
through refactoring stories.

As already discussed above, the implications of more fre-
quent production of software for approval and review pro-
cesses can be significant. Sprint cycles at QUMAS typically
follow three-week intervals. QA attend the sprint reviews and
retrospectives and formally approve every sprint cycle within
two to three days of the end of the sprint. This requires the
integration of all the requisite information to provide evidence
of regulatory compliance subsequently. QA audits typically
last a half-day and identify issues of non-conformance, or
lack of traceability, or tasks not fully closed in line with
predefined procedures, guidelines and sprint plans. Any issues
are formally identified in a non-conformance report which
includes a root cause analysis of non-conformance. This is
fed back to the Product Backlog for resolution in a subsequent
sprint. According to the VP Quality and CRM, the final QA
release process is much more efficient than when following
a waterfall process: “QA audits are done at the end of each
sprint which allows for improved visibility, traceability and

measurement so we have no unexpected exceptions to address
at final release. We are just confirming the final release.”

This mode of ‘continuous compliance’ is greatly facilitated
by the traceability afforded by the toolset—an issue considered
in Subsection VII-D below.

B. Safety and Security

Risk mitigation is facilitated greatly by the transparency of
being able to ascertain project status at a glance and in real-
time, the continuous compliance phenomenon discussed ear-
lier. QUMAS also operate a four-stage prioritization scheme
for tasks and bugs, ranging from priority P1 (critical) to
priority P4 (cosmetic). This allows for better prioritization of
key risk factors. In terms of product security, for example,
the FDA require relevant regulated industry sectors to adhere
and comply with the 21 CFR Part 11 regulation. In line with
this regulation QUMAS software products automatically and
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Fig. 4. R-Scrum: Regulated Scrum implementation at QUMAS.
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Main Approaches

Continuous Compliance Hardening Sprints Living Traceability
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Regulated Scrum [1] (cont.)

Continuous Compliance: each sprint audited by QA

Audit completed within three days after sprint end

Allows potential delivery after every sprint

Hardening Sprints

Run directly before a product release

Close all open issues

Finalise user documentation, deployment infrastructure, marketing material, etc.

DoD includes regulatory compliance
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Regulated Scrum [1] (cont.)

Living Traceability

Printed spreadsheets continuously updated

Tool-chain ensures traceability between requirements and code

Update of documentation part of code reviews

“Initial requirements can be traced to stories, and in turn to tasks and sub-tasks, to
design documentation, to source code, to code reviews, to builds, to unit tests, to rework
and bug- fixes, to function and system testing, to production code.”

Transparency greatly simplifies process audits
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SafeScrum [2]

(SIL). However, since the world change and our understanding of the operating
environment and the system increases over time, it is beneficial to repeat parts of the
safety analysis as part of each sprint-planning meeting. Which parts of the safety
analysis that should be repeated will depend on the circumstances. If we change
some code, the trace information will indicate what should be re-analysed. If we add
a new function or change an existing one, we will as a minimum have to repeat
functional safety analysis—for example, functional FMEA.

Software is considered during the initial risk analysis. Safety-related software
issues should also be considered during each daily stand-up and at the sprint reviews
to keep safety at the forefront of everybody’s mind. Just as for testing, safety analysis
also improves when it is done iteratively and for small increments. One important
point is to involve the assessor early, and present the proposed method for develop-
ment, for example, as part of the safety plan. The assessor will have his own views
on how for instance documentation should take place, and uncovering discrepancies
related to this before actual development takes place is much cheaper than resolving
it later. If the project has not yet appointed a safety assessor, a safety expert could be
used in this role.

Due to the focus on safety requirements, we propose to use two project backlogs:
one functional project backlog, which is typical for Scrum projects, and one safety
project backlog, which is used to handle the safety requirements. Adding a second
backlog is an extension of the original Scrum process and is needed to separate the
frequently changed functional requirements from the more stable safety require-
ments. With two backlogs, we can keep track of how each item in the functional
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34 4 Placing Agile in a Safety Context

Main Approaches

Separate Safety Backlog

Traceability

Include assessor in work

Include safety CIA in
each sprint
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SafeScrum [2] – Additional Activities

an agile development method, coordination is important in several cases. The
following is a short summary:

– When a requirement is changed or added, we need to redo the safety and risk
analysis of the impact that the change will have on the system’s behaviour in
the specified operational environment. In addition, we may need to update the
hazard log, the agile safety case, the safety plan and the V&V plan. All this
should be done as quickly as possible in order to have a correct picture of
related hazards and the status of the safety case.

– When a development sprint is finished, we need to do a safety validation. This
is the responsibility of the alongside engineering team and is done by the
RAMS engineer. If there is a need for independent testing—for example, of a
functional software unit—this is also part of the alongside engineering team’s
responsibility.

• Independent safety assessor: The external assessor is per definition and explic-
itly not a part of the development project but is indirectly involved in SafeScrum®

and will receive documentation on proof of compliance with the standard from
the team, via the RAMS engineer. The standard does not define the format of

Fig. 6.2 The alongside engineering team activities

6.3 SafeScrum® and Associated Roles 81

Main Approaches

In parallel with dev
cycle

Performed by RAMS
engineer

Update safety and V&V
plans

Run safety and risk
analysis

Maintain agile safety
case

Perform safety
validation in each sprint
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Commonalities

Regulated Scrum and SafeScrum share some principles:

focus on traceability

safety as an ongoing set of activities

shared responsibility of the team

involvement of assessors or auditors in ongoing development
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Open Issues

Mixed criticality: safety-critical parts of products need to be developed with more ceremony
than parts that are not safety-critical

Automation: automate generation of “proof of compliance” documentation within complex
CI/CD tool-chain

Scaling safe Scrum: combining the scalability of SAFe with the safety features of Regulated
Scrum or SafeScrum for multi-team projects
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Areas of Interest

The foundation: living traceability. Continuous creation, maintenance, and deletion of trace
links to enable construction of safety cases on demand.

The goal: continuous compliance. Continuous production and maintenance of required safety
arguments to ensure compliance can be proven at any point in the development
process.

The next step: organisational flexibility. Establish an ecosystem of components for exchange
with suppliers, enable change management and a way of working with safety
artifacts.
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Overview of Challenges

Challenges of
Scaled Agile
for Safety-

Critical Systems
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Identify critical
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of requirements

Trace to review
status, changes,

and decisions

Creating, storing,
and accessing

baselines

Continuous
Compliance

Support delta
analysis

Update safety
cases on demand

Safety cases
must cover

variants

Facilitate pre-
certification

Organisational
Flexibility

Safe Ecosystem

Change Man-
agement

Way of Working
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Living Traceability – Challenges of TIM construction [3]
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Living Traceability – Design Decisions in TIM construction [4]

Critical design decisions and their
drivers

Clear and objective criteria for the
evaluation of design alternatives
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Continuous Compliance

Challenge: Ensure that safety can be proven at any given point in the development process.

Update the relevant part of the safety case when changes in the system necessitate it.

Invest the (potentially manual) work of updating a safety case only when required.

Cover all variants that are relevant in production and systematically show safety for them.
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Organisational Flexibility – Change Management

Challenge: react to changes quickly and adapt what is being built within a short period of time

Individual teams should be able to make design decisions and update the safety case
locally.

Provide automated decision support for escalating changes to a higher level if safety case
is affected.
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Outlook

Challenges of
Scaled Agile
for Safety-

Critical Systems
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Next Steps

Constructive method to define
specific WoW for SCS per
project

Develop (best/suitable)
practices, e.g., in relation to
SAFe

TIM for SCS, connecting
requirements, safety cases,
tests and guiding their
evolution

Knowledge management and
safety-related boundary
objects

Best practices to define SOPs
to harmonize with SAFe /
SafeScrum / R-Scrum
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Get in touch!
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Contact Information

Jan-Philipp Steghöfer
jan-philipp.steghofer@gu.se
jpsteghofer.net
072 974 6321
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